Abstract. A method has been proposed for factoring an integer N by using the structure of the class groups of quadratic fields of radicand -kN for various small multipliers k. We discuss the method and an implementation of the method, and various theoretical questions which have an impact on the practical use of the method in factoring. Some of the theoretical questions relate to the nature of class numbers and class groups; we present extensive statistical results on the class numbers and class groups of imaginary quadratic fields.
1. The Method. We deal with binary quadratic forms (a, b, c) of discriminant b2 -4ac = -N, N > 0. The equivalence classes of forms of a fixed discriminant under transformations of the modular group T form a finite abelian group, the class group. The order of the class group is the class number h = h(N).
The crucial fact, used either implicitly or explicitly in several factoring methods, is that for odd N the classes of order 2 in the class group, called ambiguous classes, are precisely the classes containing forms (P, P,(P2 + N)/4P) for the various divisors P of TV. Thus finding ambiguous forms leads to finding factors. (For even TV there are also ambiguous classes represented by forms (P,0, N/P) in addition to the classes mentioned above. ) Shanks used the explicit class group structure in his factoring method CLASNO [SHAN] . He estimated h with the product formula, then "fiddled" in the class group until the exact value for h was found. He then found an ambiguous form by finding a form/ = (a, b, c) for which/*/2 was not the identity.
The new method, which we shall henceforth refer to as the CPS method ((Classgroup/CLASNO)-(Pollard P-l)-(Synthesis)), is somewhat less direct [SCHN] .
We let M be the product of all "small" odd primesp(i) raised to "large" exponents a(i). We then compute/^ = g for forms/until we find an/for which/^ is not the identity. Writing h = 2mh', it is certainly true that if h'\ M, then g2"" is ambiguous.
In short, we exponentiate forms to huge odd powers that we hope contain all the odd factors of the class number. If this comes to pass, then we can get ambiguous forms and then factors of N.
Actually, as with many factoring methods, there are several deeper levels of subtlety. First, it is not really necessary that h'\M. The class groups, being finite abelian groups, are direct products of their /j-Sylow subgroups. If h" is the maximal order of any form of odd order, then it is only necessary that h" | M in order for an ambiguous form to be generated by this method. We shall return to this question later.
Second, it is not entirely necessary that h" \M. A second stage of the algorithm has been suggested in [SCHN] which is based on the gamble that M/h" is a prime. Rather than continue exponentiating for long periods, one uses a CLASNO-like test to find out whether the form obtained from the previous exponentiation is of order P for larger primes P. More on this later.
Third, it has been suggested that several discriminants -kN be used, for various small k. Since it is not possible to predict exactly the nature of hi~kN), one stands a much better chance of factoring N by trying several different discriminants in hopes that (at least) one has the necessary characteristics to permit an easy factoring of TV.
2. The Implementation. The CPS method has been implemented on the IBM 3033N computer at the System Network Computing Center at Louisiana State University. The very-low-level routines of the multiprecise arithmetic have been coded in assembly language. Higher routines have usually first been programmed in PL/1 to allow working programs to be written rapidly, and then translated into IBM VS FORTRAN (the IBM version of FORTRAN 77) for greater speed. It is to be emphasized that the CPS code itself has not been extensively optimized. Since this is a new method, it has been necessary to first find out if it is even possible to consider it as practical. The routines for class group calculation are for the most part general-purpose routines and have not been tailored for this use.
Even considering the fact that faster programs could easily be developed, the method does seem slow. Testing has been done primarily by generating pseudoprimes of 12 to 15 digits and attempting to factor the products of two such pseudoprimes. One attempt was made, and abandoned, to factor a 47-digit composite number from the Cunningham table [BRIL] . The method seems at this point so slow that it would not be possible to attack 50 or 60 digit integers with it. Code optimization could realistically improve the performance by a factor of only three to five, which would not be sufficient. The routines for composition and reduction of forms came informally from Daniel Shanks via A. O. L. Atkin, neither of whom are responsible for any possible degradation in performance introduced by the author.
Some remarks about languages are in order. Three distinct versions of multiprecise arithmetic have been implemented. All have used assembly-language routines for low-level arithmetic, and all have been compiled with the complete optimizing features of the compilers. One in PL/1 and one in VS FORTRAN have treated multiprecise integers as fixed-length arrays with a pointer to the first nonzero digit. A third, in VS FORTRAN, has used variable-length arrays with an indicator of the length of the array. In heavy arithmetic computation, the PL/1 version ran about 25% faster than the fixed-length FORTRAN, but somewhat slower than the variable-length FORTRAN. The lesson for future programming efforts seems to be that PL/1 is actually much more efficient in array handling than even fully optimized FORTRAN. In all cases of these computations, it seemed that arithmetic on 50-digit integers could be performed almost 40% faster by working base 230 = 1073741824 rather than base 109. A substantial portion of computing time, it seems, is spent simply in separating doubleword products into component singleword digits in some number base.
3. Theoretical Appeal of the CPS Method. The theoretical appeal of the CPS method comes from the following observations [POMEa] . We let L(N) = exp((log TV log log 7V)1/2). Most factoring algorithms currently in use have a running time measured as (L(/V))*+0<1). The new method is the first, if certain assumptions are made about the nature of class numbers and class groups, for which the value of x is as small as 1 [POMEb, POMEc] . These assumptions are essentially that numbers which are class numbers have the same divisibility properties as all numbers of comparable size. Recall that, in order to have this method factor N, it is necessary that h (N) have only "smallish" prime factors. The presence of only one prime factor of h not included in the exponent M will cause the method not to work in the first stage.
4. Implementation Problems. As evidenced by the problems in this first version, substantial work remains if the CPS method is to become practical. We describe some possibilities.
The class group algorithms currently implemented are not only algorithms for general use, they are originally designed for single precision calculation. In the actual implementation, it is entirely probable that some speed could be gained by saving steps in the code. A greater speedup could be obtained by an improved set of algorithms that would take into account the fact that these are multiprecise computations.
Further speedup would be possible if an average-case look at continued exponentiation in the class group revealed ways to predict arithmetic results. By analogy with the GCD algorithm (which is incidentally called extremely often in class group calculation), one can predict, based on a theorem of Levy, that 66% of the quotients are 1, 2, or 3 [KNUT] . Using this, one can avoid division in most instances and use only one to three subtractions. It is conceivable that analogous results hold in class groups.
A final comment concerns reduction. Traditional routines call for reduction after every composition. This is normally done to keep the coefficients within predictable magnitudes. Reduction is certainly not necessary every time, however. Only when the added cost of calculations with longer arguments exceeds the cost of a reduction should that reduction be made.
5. Theoretical Questions. Class Number Characteristics. Implementation questions aside, it is clear that the nature of class numbers and of class groups plays a key role in the question of whether or not this method will be useful. The following results are compiled from a computation of all class numbers for even and odd discriminants from 0 to -16 million, and of all class groups for discriminants from 0 to -4 million. Although there are potential flaws in extrapolating even from this point-the class numbers are still smaller than 8400 and the class groups thus have little opportunity to be very complex-it is nonetheless true that this statistical evidence from about 4.8 million class numbers and one million class groups can be of use in pointing the way for further study. Table 7 Percentages of occurrence of the ratio 100p/W where p is the largest odd prime dividing h, and h' is the odd portion of h i column X is for class numbers h = 2k for some k ) Table 8 Percentages of occurrence of the ratio 100p/h', where p is the largest odd prime dividing h, and h' is the odd portion of h ( column X is for class numbers h = 2k for some k ) The computation of class numbers and of class groups was performed in a manner similar to that of [BUEL76] , working with discriminants -TV in a range of 200000 at a time. All the graphs use these data for blocks of 200000 at a time. To make the tables more concise, however, we have collected these original data for blocks of one million integers at a time. Except in Table 2 , each line in the tables is data on class numbers for discriminants in the interval -1000000« to -1000000(« + 1). This is the "run count" n in the various tables. (In Table 2 , each "run count" covers discriminants in the interval -200000« to -200000(« + 1).) In Table 1 , we present the largest and smallest values of h and of FPG (the number of forms per genus) in each block of one million integers. In each such block there were about 10100 even and 20200 odd fundamental discriminants, that is, discriminants of quadratic forms which are also discriminants of imaginary quadratic number fields.
5.1. Noncyclic Class Groups. In Table 2 we present the percentages of noncyclic /?-Sylow subgroups for small p, remarking as in [BUEL76] that "noncyclic" has a special meaning. For odd p, a class group is considered noncyclic if it is indeed noncyclic. Some of the structure of the 2-SSG is dictated by the factoring of the discriminant into primes, however. The 2-SSG was considered noncyclic if the 2-SSG of the subgroup of squares in the class group was noncyclic. As can be seen from the table, most of the class groups are as cyclic as they can be, although there is a small growth in the percentage of noncyclic groups. From the point of view of the CPS factoring method, this is not a particularly good sign.
5.2. Divisibility of h by Small Primes. In this and the next subsection, we shall consider the empirical evidence to support the assumption of Section 3, that class numbers "look like" ordinary integers of corresponding size. One key consideration in this assumption and in the practical implementation of the CPS method is the Figure 1 : Div. of FPG by 2, 3, 5, 7,11 (a/7 odd discs.) divisibility of h by small primes. Leopold observed (cited in [ZIMM72] ) that class numbers were divisible by small primes/? more often than 1/p of the time. Canfield, Erdös, and Pomerance proved the following [POMEb] :
Let Pin, v)= #{x < n: x is free of primes > v). Then Pin, nl/r)/n = r-r+oi-r\ provided nx/r ^ (\ogn)x + e, e > 0 fixed.
We present, in Tables 3 through 6 , our results on the divisibility of class numbers by "small" integers. We table the statistics for all discriminants and for odd discriminants -N and even discriminants -4N for N a product of two primes. To illustrate these tables, we present Figures 1 and 2 as sample graphs. We graph the expected (straight line) and actual (broken line) values, and observe:
1. For an odd prime p, p" divides h with a frequency of about iip + l)/p2)il/p"-1).
Run number
Figure 2: Div. of FPG by 2, 3, 5, 7,11 (all even discs.)
2. Some sort of loose multiplicativity exists. If primes p and q divide h with frequencies Fp and Fq, respectively, then pq divides h with frequency about FpFq.
3. We offer at least the conjecture that an odd prime/? divides class numbers with a frequency whose main term resembles ( p + l)/p2. 4. With regard to the difference between even and odd discriminants, it appears that class numbers for even discriminants have decidedly more twos in them than do class numbers for odd discriminants. This holds for discriminants of comparable size, for radicands -N of comparable size (so that the discriminants are -/V and -4N), and for class numbers of comparable size.
5.3. The Size of the Largest Prime Factor Dividing h. In the previous subsection we saw that class numbers are more often divisible by small primes than are random integers. In this subsection we carry this sort of question one step further. If the CPS method is to work in the first stage, the largest prime dividing the class number must Figure 3 : Ratios 100, 33, 20, 14, 11, 9 (all odd discs) be "small" relative to the size of the class number itself. In Tables 7 and 8 and Figures 3 and 4 we display the values of 100 times the ratio of the largest odd prime dividing the class number to the odd part of the class number. That is, if the class number h = 2kh', with h' odd, this ratio would be 100 if h' were a prime, 33 if it were three times a prime, and so forth. (These values were computed as 100/?/«' in VS FORTRAN integer arithmetic.) At first glance, it seems that the largest prime dividing the class number is normally quite large by comparison with the class number. This is somewhat deceptive, however, since class numbers are small in this range and primes are fairly dense. For example, in the interval 1 to 100, there are 9 integers such that the ratio of the largest odd prime to the odd portion of the integer is 1/5. (These are 25, 35, 55, 65, 85, 95, 50, 70 , and 100.) One would then expect 9% of "random" integers between 1 and 100 to have ratio 20 in this sort of Run number Figure 4 : Ratios 100, 33, 20, 14, 11, 9 (alleven discs.) For the discriminants in the range -15800000 to -16000000, then, we present a closer analysis of these ratios. This is Table 9 . We first present the observed and expected frequencies of occurrence of the various ratios. Then, based on the examination of the distribution of the class numbers, we have taken a subset of these data. A graph of the distribution of class numbers for odd discriminants in this interval appears as Figure 5 . It shows that class numbers are not evenly distributed, but obey some sort of gamma-distribution [MOOD] . We have, therefore, taken as a subset those class numbers which he within one standard deviation of the mean, and presented the observed and expected frequencies of occurrence of the ratios. The data in the table are inconclusive. Although ratios are more often 100 in the subset than random, no other patterns seem marked enough to allow for inferences to be made. The evidence about divisibility seems convincing; this is not the case for the data on ratios. An appealing new factoring method has been proposed that relies for its effectiveness on the expectation that class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields are at least as composite as random integers of comparable size. A study of actual class numbers seems to indicate that they may actually be more composite than random. The data indicate that efforts should be made to overcome some serious implementation problems with this new method.
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